In the standard procedure for calculating the decay rate of a metastable vacuum the solution of the classical Euclidean equation of motion of the background field is needed. On the other hand radiative corrections have to be taken into account already in the equation of motion. Hence, the latter one has to be the functional derivative of the effective action with respect to the background field. This is of crucial importance in theories in which the symmetry breaking is due to radiative corrections. Usually the effective potential is considered only, neglecting the corrections due to the derivative terms of the effective action. In this article a bounce solution from an equation of motion which takes into account the full effective action in the one-loop approximation is calculated within the framework of the electroweak phase transition. This bounce is self-consistent to one-loop order. A computational method that yields a strict separation of the divergent contributions to the effective action from the convergent ones is obtained. This allows a wide freedom in the choice of regularization and renormalization schemes. 
Introduction
When dealing with field theory in cosmological context one often encounters the problem, that a field is not in a state which is the absolute minimum of the potential, the true vacuum, but in a metastable local minimum, the false vacuum, which is at higher free energy. The transition from false to true vacuum proceeds by a quantum mechanical tunnelling process or by a classical transition which is induced by thermal fluctuations for a system at finite temperature. The transition is local in space. During the transition a bubble is formed, which is a region in space with true vacuum surrounded by false vacuum. The bubble just large enough not to collapse is called critical bubble. Once nucleated, the bubble expands, converting false vacuum to true vacuum.
If the mass of the Higgs boson is not too large the electroweak phase transition is first order and proceeds by bubble nucleation. This scenario is interesting because of the possibility to explain the baryon asymmetry within the minimal standard model [1, 2] .
A quantity of fundamental importance for a phase transition is the transition rate. The nucleation rate per volume, γ, can be calculated from the bounce-solution of the Euclidean field equation. This solution is also called classical solution. For a theory with only one scalar field Φ with a potential U(Φ) one has to solve the equation of motion:
The boundary condition is, that the solution Φ = φ tends to its false vacuum value if one of the x µ tends to ∞. The nucleation rate can be written in the form [3, 4] γ = A exp(−B) , (1.2) where B is the Euclidean action of the classical solution φ:
In the semiclassical approximation the factor A is given by an expression involving functional determinants [5, 6] . The negative logarithm is the one-loop contribution to the effective action. If U(Φ) only has a single minimum the bounce-solution does not exist. Nevertheless, in some models the vacuum structure is not determined by U(Φ) alone but is changed by radiative corrections. These can be calculated by taking into account the quantum fluctuations of the scalar field and those fields that couple to the scalar one [7] . Depending on the specific model the radiative corrections yield an effective potential V eff (Φ) with different minima [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , and so it is used for calculating the bounce-solution. However, the effective potential is only a part of the effective action. It does not take into account the space-time-dependency of the background fields, i.e. terms, that depend on derivatives of the background fields.
This raises the question, whether it is justified to neglect these terms in calculating the bounce [13] . In the case of the electroweak phase transition the bosonic as well as the fermionic contributions to the effective action have been calculated, based on a bouncesolution, that was determined from the effective potential and not the effective action [14, 15] . In [12] an improvement to take into account non-local effects already for the calculation of the bounce was done by modifying the kinetic term of the background field. The radiative corrections were calculated using approximations as the derivative expansion [16] and the heat kernel method [12] or by exact numerical computation schemes [14, 15, 16, 17] . The corrections due to the bosonic sector (gauge and Higgs fields) were found to be of the same order as the classical action. In such a case the non-local terms of the effective action are not negligible and should be taken into account when calculating the classical solution. As the fermionic corrections are small compared to the classical action, their non-local contributions to the effective action can be omitted in the equation of motion.
The problem is, that no analytic representation of the effective action in the one-loop approximation is known. In [18] a numerical method to calculate the functional derivative of an effective action has been presented. It is based upon a computation scheme to determine full one-loop Green's functions [19] . In this paper this technique is applied to determine a bounce-solution from a field equation where the full space-time-dependency of the non-local terms of the quantum corrections to one-loop order is taken into account. Such a solution is self-consistent to one-loop order. A one-loop Green's function is a divergent quantity that has to be renormalized. An important issue of the presented method is the strict separation of the divergent parts, which have to be handled analytically, and the convergent part, which may be computed numerically. As no expansion in any quantity is needed a conceptual advantage of this method in contrast to approximation schemes like the derivative or the heat kernel expansion is that the unphysical infrared divergencies these approximations suffer from do not appear.
Among the various models for which self-consistent solutions are interesting this paper deals with the electroweak phase transition. Recent lattice calculations show that the perturbation theory is not reliable for Higgs boson masses above 60GeV. The phase transition seems to disappear at a critical Higgs boson mass which is in the range between 66GeV and 80GeV. Nevertheless, the investigation of the first order phase transition at small Higgs boson masses is still very important. First because of the possibility to develop new calculational methods in a well known model and second because it is a prototype of a first order phase transition in the early universe.
The plan of this paper is as follows: In the next section the model will be specified and the relevant fluctuation operators are given. The general prescription of how to calculate iteratively the solution of a one-loop field equation will be given in section 3. Then this technique will be applied and the numerical determination of the one-loop correction to the effective action and its functional derivative will be discussed. Finally the results are presented and discussed.
Basic Equations
The Lagrangian of the SU(2)-Higgs model with gauge fields and fermions in the limit of vanishing electroweak mixing angle is given by
where
2)
3)
Here W a µν denotes the field strength tensor of the gauge fields, Φ the Higgs-doublet, τ a the Pauli matrices, Ψ f the fermion fields of the quarks, v 0 the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field at the temperature T = 0 and g f f ′ Y the Yukawa-couplings of the fermions to the Higgs field. The sum f runs over the different flavors and colors of the quarks.
The critical electroweak bubble is a pure real Higgs field configuration. On the classical level it is
The configuration is taken to be stationary and time independent. As explained in the introduction the bubble profile calculated from the functional derivative of the classical action (1.3) does not exist because the tree-level potential U(φ) only has a single minimum. So instead of the classical action one has to use the effective action. For the model under consideration this effective action is given by:
This functional cannot be computed exactly. Usually it is calculated in the semiclassical approximation to one-loop order. In order to calculate the one-loop approximation one needs to know the fluctuation operators. They are found by expanding the Lagrangian (2.1) around the classical field configuration (2.8) to second order in the small fluctuations:
Here h(x), ϕ a (x), a a µ (x) and ψ(x) denote the fluctuations of the isoscalar-and isovectorpart of the Higgs field, the gauge field and the fermions respectively.
In order to fix the gauge one may choose the 't Hooft-Feynman background gauge. The gauge fixing contribution to the Lagrangian and the gauge conditions read:
with
Due to the gauge fixing one has to add the Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian
From L + L GF + L FP the fluctuation operators can be read of. If the Higgs boson mass is small the dominant contribution in the bosonic sector is that due to the gauge field fluctuations. So it is reasonable to leave out the corrections due to the Higgs field fluctuations h and due to the would-be-Goldstones ϕ. Then the one-loop contribution of the gauge fields and Faddeev-Popov-ghosts to the effective action can be combined, because the fluctuation operators then simplify and become the same. In this approximation one obtains: 14) where the index a is due to the gauge field fluctuations a a µ . The factor 3 takes into account that in a four dimensional space-time there are four components of the gauge field with a threefold degeneracy due to isospin. Each degree of freedom gives a term of the form [ The top-quark contribution to the effective action is the dominant one in the fermionic sector. Therefore here only the top-quark will be considered: 15) where the factor 3 is due to the color of the quarks and g t is the Yukawa-coupling of the top-quark. The two representations of the one-loop corrections to the effective action are formal. Both are divergent and have to be renormalized and they have to be calculated at finite temperature. This will be done in section 4.
The one-loop field equation
Assuming that it is possible to calculate the one-loop corrections to the effective action, they can be combined to give S 1-l eff [φ, T ]. The equation of motion is obtained by computing the functional derivative with respect to φ:
contains the counter terms, which cancel the divergencies in S
where V ct (φ) is a polynomial in φ. Here the space-time integration has been replaced by β d 3 x anticipating that the calculation will be done at finite temperature (β := 1/T ). In contrast to the functional derivative of the classical action that of the effective action has no analytic representation, because of the non-local parts within the effective action. Numerical methods to calculate the effective action as well as its functional derivative exist [17, 19, 18] . While the first is based upon a general theorem about functional determinants [20] that allows a very fast computation of the effective action for a given background field the second one which is based on the calculation of full one-loop Green's functions is more suitable here because the functional derivative of an effective action can be expressed in terms of a Green's function.
Both methods have in common that they need the background field as a numerically known input quantity. On the other hand it is the aim of the this paper to determine the background field from the one-loop equation of motion (3.1). The method used here to find this background field is an iterative procedure that starts with an approximate solution of the field equation. It finally results in a self-consistent fixpoint of the iteration condition, i. e. in a solution of (3.1).
To get the first approximate solution the effective potential is used as a local approximation of the effective action, as it is well known that the former one is the first term in the derivative expansion of the latter:
By functional differentiation one obtains from (3.1)
where the local terms have been collected on the left and the non-local terms on the righthand side. The iterative procedure to solve this equation starts by setting the right-hand side to zero. This start-solution can be used to compute the function on the right-hand side numerically. Treating this function as an inhomogeneity the next step in the iteration can be performed. As the procedure is iterative it is by no means necessary to use the full one-loop effective potential V 1-l eff on the left-hand side but a sufficient good approximation,V 1-l eff , will do as well:
Here φ (n) denotes the n-th approximation in the iterative procedure.V tot means, that within the expression V tot the approximation is used. In the literature the quantity
which enters the left-hand side of (3.6), is often denoted as classical action, although it already contains one-loop terms.
4 Renormalization of the effective action
Gauge field contribution
The representation given in (2.14) has to be changed according to a finite temperature calculation:
The parameter η is a constant field and is introduced to distinguish whether one expands around the symmetric (η = 0) or asymmetric (η = 0) vacuum with massless or massive propagators respectively. The sum n is over the discrete Matsubara frequencies ν n = 2πnT . This expression is divergent. This is easily seen expanding it with respect to the potential
is a formal representation of the Green's function associated to that operator. The superscript (k) denotes the power of the potential or equivalently the order of the associated Feynman graph. The series of Feynman graphs corresponding to (4.3) is depicted in figure 1 .
The two divergent parts S a are calculated at finite temperature with massless propagators, i.e. in the symmetric vacuum. They can be splitted up into a zero temperature part whose divergences are cancelled by the counter terms and a temperature dependent part which are convergent.
To determine the counter terms the effective potential is calculated. From the representation of the effective action one obtains:
Using the fact, that the effective potential is only defined up to φ-independent terms, it can be expanded in the neighborhood of any vacuum, e.g. in the neighborhood of η = v 0 .
It is important to note that this is only true as long as the series is not cut of. Choosing the asymmetric vacuum for the expansion, problems with infrared divergencies do not occur.
The first two orders (k = 1, k = 2) are divergent and a zero temperature renormalization has to be performed. To find the counterterms these orders are given explicitly:
(4.14)
The definition and computation of the functions
The remaining contribution with terms of order k = 3 up to k = +∞ will be denoted as V (3) a (φ, T ) and is already convergent. Its temperature independent part, V a (φ, 0), can be calculated exactly; one obtains
As explained in the previous section there is no need to know the exact effective potential; a good approximation will serve as well. In [8] the authors show, that at the temperature scale of the electroweak phase transition the so called high temperature approximation of the effective potential is a very good approximation. Therefore the temperature dependent part ∆V
a (φ, T ) will be determined within this approximation. It is essentially the n = 0-contribution to (4.4):
So the gauge field contribution in the high temperature approximation reads:
The total effective potential (3.5) is used to fix the counter terms by imposing renormalization conditions. At zero temperature V tot (φ, T ) should have a minimum at φ = v 0 and the curvature at this point should be equal to m 2 H . Both conditions are already fulfilled by the tree-level potential U(φ), so the counter terms are found to be
(4.19) It is important to note, that in order to evaluate the renormalization condition and to determine the counter terms it is not necessary to know the (3)-contribution, because at φ = v 0 this function has a vanishing value and vanishing first and second derivatives. So as an appropriate approximation of the effective potential V a the following expression is used:V
Here the last term is the only one that comes from V
a (φ, 0). To this expression one has to add the top-quark contribution which will be determined in the next subsection.
The next step is to calculate the effective action. Because of the relation between the effective action and the effective potential the required counter terms are of course identical. In (3.6) the difference of the effective action and the integrated potentialV eff (φ) is calculated and the divergences of both terms cancel each other. The remaining inhomogeneity is finite.
It is suitable to use an expansion analogous to (4.6). The expansion will be done around the symmetric vacuum η = 0, i.e. with massless propagators:
Here m 2 (q 2 ) denotes the Fourier transform of m 2 (φ(x)). On the right-hand side of the field equation (3.6) the quantity
is required. One can take advantage of the fact, that the high temperature contribution S
a,ht (φ, T ), which can be obtained from (4.23) by restricting to the stationary Matsubara mode, is also convergent. Splitting S a,ns [φ, T ], which is due to the non-static Matsubara modes, and using
it is possible to write (4.26) in the form:
The form of the rhs. of (4.29) is most convenient for further evaluation. Especially the numerical effort to get S 
The top-quark contribution
The top-quark contribution to the one-loop effective action at finite temperature is given by:
with ν n = (2n + 1)πT . Here g t is the Yukawa-coupling of the top-quark to the Higgs-field. In [15] the leading orders of the expansion
which are divergent and must be renormalized, are calculated. In particular the following results have been obtained; the notation has slightly been changed according to the variables used here. The renormalized contribution of the first two orders at T = 0 is:
At finite temperature the following expressions have to be added:
The (3)-contribution is suppressed by powers of the temperature in the high temperature approximation and is therefore not taken into account here when setting upV t . So this is essentially given by:
Introducing m t = g t v 0 ,V tot can be written as: 
where ln a B = 2 ln 4π−2γ ≃ 3.91, ln a F = 2 ln π−2γ ≃ 1.14, v 0 = 246GeV, m W = 1 2 gv 0 and Θ W = 0. The values of the constants B, D, E and λ T differ from those in [8, 14] comparing the terms which are due to the gauge field contributions. The reason is the different gauge fixing. This difference will cause substantial differences of the results obtained here compared to those of [14] . This will be discussed in more detail in section 7.
With a suitable chosen temperature characteristic points of the potential are the zeros
and the extremal points φ = v m (T ) as well as φ =ṽ(T ) with 
According to the discussion in the preceding section all quantities in this equation are ultraviolet convergent because all the divergent parts have been separated of and renormalized before. In this section the terms of the right hand side will be calculated separately.
Especially the functional derivative of S (2)
a,ht will be done numerically, using the procedure presented in [18] .
Taking G(x, x ′ ) to be a Green's function which is defined by
and G 0 (x, x ′ ) to be the associated free Green's function, the n = 0-contribution to (4.1) can be written as:
A formal derivation of the functional derivative of this expression is:
As the profile has radial symmetry [21] , φ(x) = φ(r), a partial wave decomposition of the Green's function leads to the radial part g l (r, r ′ ). This can be obtained by the ansatz:
where Y m l (x) are the well known spherical harmonics. The radial part g l (r, r ′ ) is determined by the equation:
With two linearly independent solutions, f + l (r) and f − l (r), of the homogenous problem
the radial part g l (r, r ′ ) yields:
The solution f + l is taken to be regular at infinity and f − l at r = 0 respectively. The functions are singular at the other end of the interval. The constant c has to be determined in such a way, that (5.7) is fulfilled. To compute these functions numerically the asymptotic behaviour at infinity can be separated by the following ansatz: The normalization factors (2l − 1)!! and (2l + 1)!! are chosen in such a way that the Wronskian of these functions has a certain value, namely:
The product of the Wronskian W (f
) and r 2 is found to be independent of r and it is easy to verify that c is equal to
What remains to be calculated are the functions h ± l (r). They have to fulfil the differential equation
14)
The functions h ± l (r) are regular at infinity and at r = 0 respectively. They can be chosen to achieve a nonzero constant at r = 0 and to vanish at infinity. In the same way as the effective action S eff is expanded w.r.t. powers of the potential
2 also the functions h ± l can be expanded:
To yield the functional derivative of S
l (r, r) (5.16) the contributions of order (1) to the Green's function has to be determined. After the calculation of h ± l and f ± l respectively the radial part of the Green's function is simply given by (5.9). At r ′ = r this expression simplifies to yield:
To determine
one only needs to know h In this expression the Matsubara frequency ν n = 2πnT enters as a mass term. At the temperature scale of the electroweak phase transition, which is of O(100GeV), this mass is large enough a gradient expansion to be reliable. In contrast the static mode could not be calculated by a gradient expansion, which is for dimensional reasons an expansion to inverse powers of the mass, because with n = 0 this 'mass' vanishes and the expansion breaks down. Therefore these two contributions are dealt with in such different ways. The gradient expansion of (5.19) yields [22] :
The functional derivative with respect to φ is easily done:
A further term on the right hand side of the field equation is: 
Calculation of the effective action
The one-loop effective action consists of two contributions. One is the classical action S given by (3.7). It already contains part of the radiative corrections. The second one consists of all those terms which are beyond the high temperature potentialV tot , especially the gradient terms. It is nothing else but the right hand side of (5.1) without the functional derivative:
The first and third term are simple integrals, which can be computed numerically without any principal difficulty. As explained in the previous subsection the last term can be evaluated with high precision using a gradient expansion. The result has already been given in (5.20) . The second term, S
a,ht [φ, T ], has to be determined numerically. The calculational scheme is based upon a general theorem about functional determinants [20] . In the high temperature approximation (4.1) is in the symmetric vacuum given by:
Because of the radial symmetry of the background field the determinant can be decomposed in its partial wave contributions:
The partial wave determinant is defined by
where the fluctuation operators read: Then the statement of the theorem is:
(5.32)
The functionf 0 l (r) is identical to b − l (r) which has been given in (5.11) . In analogy to the mode functions f ± l (r) of the previous subsection the functionf l (r) can be decomposed as
As a consequenceh l (r) is determined by the same differential equation (5.14) as h − l (r), with a different boundary condition, namelyh l (0) = 0. This yields the following connection between these two functions:
a,ht [φ, T ] is obtained as:
Details of the numerical procedure
In order to obtain h (1)± l (r) the second order differential equation (5.14) is integrated in each partial wave using the Nyström technique. The partial wave summation (l-summation) is explicitly done up to l max = 30. For large l the asymptotic behaviour of the product (2l + 1)g (1) l (r, r) for each r is found to be given by a(r)/l 2 + b(r)/l 3 + c(r)/l 4 . Fitting the coefficients a, b and c the remaining sum from l max to infinity can be estimated. This estimate is done in the program beginning with l = 10 and as a check it tends to a constant when l reaches l max .
To check the precision various cross checks have been implemented. The Wronskian defined in (5.13) fulfils the equation
The numerical value of this difference is less than 10 −8 . Considering the Wronskian of f + l (r) andf l (r), its product with r 2 is constant:
Ash l (r) for r → ∞ behaves asymptotically as A + B/r, its value at infinity can be extrapolated. The result is compared to h
. The latter can be evaluated at arbitrary r. The comparison yields the relative deviations to be of the order 10 −8 . As this equality must be fulfilled order by order, i.e. h
(1)+ l (0) must be the same ash (1) l (∞), this can be checked as well. For this check the relative deviation is also of the order 10 −8 .
A problem is, that the φ 3 -term of the effective potential
whose functional derivative has to be subtracted from the numerical result (5.16), is nearly of the same order as the numerical result itself. So the precision is reduced by extinction of the leading two digits.
Results
The parameters of the model are the Higgs boson mass, the top-quark mass and the temperature. The Higgs boson mass has not been measured yet. Its experimental lower bound is around 60GeV. The top-quark mass has been measured to be 180 ± 12GeV [23] . Keeping the two masses fixed and considering the potentialV tot (φ, T ) as a function of the temperature T , one finds at one-loop -and for the reasons mentioned in the introduction we do not go beyond the one-loop level in this paper -a narrow temperature interval, within that a first order phase transition can occur. The temperature must be between the critical temperature T c and the roll-over temperature T * . T c is the upper bound of the interval; it is fixed by the condition, thatV tot (φ, T c ) has two degenerate minima as a function of φ. The roll-over temperature T * is the lower bound. It is the temperature at which the local minimum at φ = 0 disappears. For temperatures below T * the phase transition is no longer first order and bubble nucleation stops. To give an example, the allowed temperature interval for the parameter set m H = 60GeV and m t = 170GeV is from T * = 98.375GeV to T c = 98.709GeV. It is important to note, that these values are based upon the approximationV tot (φ, T ) and so must be considered as approximations only. ThereforeV tot (φ, T ) should be a good approximation of the total effective potential. For an insufficient approximation the true and the approximated interval do not overlap and a self-consistent solution cannot be found.
Having fixed the three parameters the self-consistent solution of the field equation (5.1) can be obtained. Compared to the start-solution the self-consistent one is slightly larger (see fig. 2 ). The magnitude of this deviation is correlated to the magnitude of the one-loop correction to the effective action compared to the classical one.
It is interesting to see the relative weight of the single contributions to the right hand side of (5.1). In [14] , where the quantum corrections due to gauge fields, Higgs bosons and would-be-Goldstone bosons have been calculated, the contribution of the coupled channel of gauge bosons and would-be-Goldstone bosons was found to be very well approximated by the φ 3 -term of the effective potential. As the would-be-Goldstone bosons are neglected here, the φ 3 -term can only be compared to the gauge field contributions. Considering
a,ht [φ, T ] and
one finds -see fig. 3 -good agreement of both terms also on this local level. The difference of these quantities enters the field equation. This has be compared to the two further contributions:
Both quantities are smaller by 4 orders of magnitude compared to the difference of (6.1). This confirms the usual technique of the high temperature approximation where these two terms are omitted. Given the Higgs boson-and the top-quark mass the self-consistent bubble profile can be determined. Finally the value of the classical action and the quantum corrections according to this new profile can be calculated and can be compared to those values one obtains using the start-profile. The results for different parameter sets are given in the section Tables at the end of this paper.
Discussion and Outlook
A striking property of the results is, that the quantum corrections compared to the classical action are small even for the large thin-wall bubbles. Up to the sign they are comparable to the corrections due the top-quark (see [15] ). As a consequence the difference between the self-consistent solution and the start-profile is only small. This result seems to be contrary to [14] , where the quantum corrections of the coupled system of gauge fields and wouldbe-Goldstone bosons were found to be of the same order as the classical action itself. The difference exists for two reasons: First, here the would-be-Goldstone bosons are neglected. Nevertheless, since the would-be-Goldstone boson contribution is small compared to the gauge boson contribution this approximation can not explain the substantial difference between the two calculations. Second, the classical action (3.7) is different from the one used in [14] according to the different constants D, B, E and λ T (see (4.40)ff.). As the allowed temperature interval depends on the explicit form of the classical potential, the interval in our approach is for the same choice of Higgs boson and top-quark mass shifted towards higher temperatures. So a direct comparison is impossible.
The origin of this difference is: In the standard procedure to calculate the transition rate, γ = A exp(−B), B is the classical action which fixes the allowed temperature interval and whose saddle point is the bounce. With this known bounce the determinantal factor A is calculated. Depending on the model under consideration this factor consists of several independent contributions which are due to the different fluctuating fields. In the approach presented here the contribution which is due to the gauge fields, say B ′ , is shifted to the exponent. That is γ changes to be γ = A ′ exp(−B − ln B ′ ). The two consequences of this shift are: The new bounce is a saddle point of the effective action B + ln B ′ and the temperature interval is now fixed by the effective potential within this effective action. Within this new temperature interval the magnitude of B + ln B ′ is found to be of the same order when calculated with the new bounce as the magnitude of B calculated with the old bounce. But as B
′ is now already part of the exponent there will be no further suppression. So instead of a strong suppression there is a shift of the temperature interval and a change of the bounce.
As a cross-check the program, which yields the results of [14] , has been modified. All relations to the would-be-Goldstone bosons have been eliminated. Further the parameters D, B, E and λ T have been changed to the values used here (see (4.40) ff.). With these modifications the program reproduces the results based on the start-profile, which are given in the tables 1-9.
The classical action based on the self-consistent solution is decreased by a relative amount between 0.2% and 6% when compared to the action obtained by the start-solution. This difference is reasonable because the start-profile is determined to be an extremal point of the classical action; therefore the classical action becomes smaller when the profile changes. The corrections ∆S increase by a relative amount between 2% and 20%. Because of these two competing effects the total one-loop effective action Γ remains more or less unchanged; the relative deviation is between 0.2% and 4% and the sign of the change is such that Γ becomes larger. This is due to the fact that the self-consistent solution is the saddle-point solution of Γ. Even for the small thick-wall bubbles (y ≥ 0.7), where the influence of the corrections increases, the difference between the start-and the selfconsistent value is only small. This can be seen from table 1. In cosmology bubbles with an action of the order O(100) are the most relevant at the electroweak scale. Therefore the small thick-wall bubbles are only considered for one parameter set and omitted for the others.
The calculation of self-consistent bubble profiles done here confirms the reliability of the semiclassical approximation. The one-loop effective potential in the high temperature approximation is shown to be a very good approximation of the total one-loop effective action at finite temperature, at least at the temperature scale of the electroweak phase transition. The non-local terms of the effective action only give a small correction.
The presented method to calculate self-consistently the solution of a one-loop equation has the following essential features:
• The complete one-loop determinant and its functional derivative is evaluated. No expansion in any quantity is needed. In view of the fact that the derivative and the heat kernel expansion generate unphysical infrared divergencies order by order this is an important conceptual advantage of the method presented here.
• Coupled with an iterative procedure the numerical computation of the functional derivative of an effective action allows the determination of a self-consistent solution of a full one-loop field equation.
• The divergent and convergent contributions to the effective action can be treated separately. While the convergent part is calculated numerically the divergent part is evaluated analytically. So the choice of the regularization and renormalization prescription is free.
• The numerical computation of the functional derivative of an effective action only requires numerical integration of a few differential equations per partial wave. This can be done with high precision and is not computer time consuming.
• The total time to evaluate a self-consistent solution for one given temperature is roughly 5 minutes on a common PC (Pentium 120MHz).
In this paper only the gauge field fluctuations were taken into account. The next step is of course to treat the Higgs boson and would-be-Goldstone boson contributions in the same way. The considered method is presently applied to determine self-consistently the profile function of a soliton to obtain the structure function of the nucleon in the NJL-model. Also a self-consistent calculation of the electroweak sphaleron is intended.
Here is
In appendix C in [24] 
is evaluated. The result is given as:
Inserting in the formula for ∆ξ 2 (T, m 2 ) one yields:
With known
the function I(a 2 ) is simply obtained by integration. The constant of integration is fixed by the boundary condition I(0) = π 2 /6:
Using this result ∆ξ 1 (T, m 2 ) reads:
The two new functions δ 1 and δ 2 give the difference between the exact results and the high temperature limit of ∆ξ 1 (T, m 2 ) and ∆ξ 2 (T, m 2 ) respectively. To evaluate δ 2 numerically the following expression is used in the program: 
